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SPR # State Problem Solution

Standard Fixes
 52465 NY WPI 2080 fires in two scenarios. 1. If there is a School 

Calendar selected, but no hours are entered for School 

and 2. If there are School Hours entered, but no School 

Calendar is selected. The WPI message only mentions 

scenario 2.

Modified the WPI message to say: “School Hours without a 

calendar or a School Calendar without hours will result in 

no authorization on school days and potentially zero dollar 

payments”

 53651 NY Implemented settings and fields for Attendance Sheet 

Scanning. Districts should review the NY CCTA User Guide 

- Phase IV Timesheet Scanning document for more details.

 53805 NY When creating a varying Parent Need, if Max Daily 

Hours are entered without Max Weekly hours, upon 

saving the system sets the Max Daily Hours to zero.

Corrected an issue with the field used to display Max Daily 

hours.

 54887 NY Implemented Change Request 401. CCTA Operator 

records can now accommodate multiple Worker Units, 

separated by a comma. For example SC076,FCB76. The 

CSOS import was also modified to look for the combination 

of Worker Number and each of the Worker Units when 

assigning CCTA workers to cases.

 54911 NY Corrected an issue with applying the Weekly Max hours to 

over midnight payments, when the first day of the billing 

period is a Monday.

 54939 NY Corrected an issue where Provider RFI documents that 

were setup to only display for one provider type were being 

shown for all provider types.

 54959 NY For set schedules using the Absolute limit, payments 

with times ending at 12:00 AM were subtracting one 

minute from the daily total.

Corrected an issue where schedules using an Absolute 

limit were not correctly handling 12:00 AM as an out time.

 54989 NY Corrected an issue so that attendance sheets do not print 

for any period of time that a provider is Inactive.

 55092 NY In certain situations when saving a schedule, WPI 2043 

- Hours Fall Outside Provider's Hours fires even though 

the provider is open during the scheduled time.

Corrected an issue with the WPI logic when a provider has 

multiple open hours per day, for example before and then 

after school, and an authorization also has multiple times 

per day.

 55128 NY If day one does not have time a time pair that ends at 

12:00 AM, and day two starts at 12:00 AM, the system 

is moving day twos time to day one.

Modified the payment calculator to better handle over 

midnight situations for schedules with Absolute limits set.

 55232 NY In situations where an over midnight payment occurs 

that spans the first day of the Payment Details report, 

the amounts on the report will not match the Total 

Amount from the Payment Search page for the same 

date range.

Modified the stored procedure used for the report so that it 

correctly reports the amount for the first day.
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